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Belly Up
The battle between boys and bots is on in this funny, fast-paced novel. Ken is an EngiNerd: one of a super-smart group of
friends—all nerds—who have been close since kindergarten. They may be brainiacs, but they’re just like everyone else:
they fight with one another, watch too much TV, eat Chinese food, and hate walking their dogs. Well, maybe not just like
everyone because Ken’s best friend Dan has been building robots. He then secretly sent one to each of the EngiNerds,
never letting them know he’s the mastermind. At first Ken is awed and delighted: what kid hasn’t dreamed of having a
robot all their own? Someone who can be their friend, clean their room, walk the dog, answer homework questions…how
amazing is that? But be careful what you wish for: Dan’s robot, Greeeg, may look innocent, but his ravenous consumption of
food—comestibles—turns him into a butt-blasting bot. And once the other robots ‘come alive’ it’s up to the motley crew of
EngiNerds to not only save the day, but save the planet!

Arthur Spiderwick's Field Guide to the Fantastical World Around You
Twelve-year-old Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt Fitzroy believes that Henry, the hippopotamus at the brand-new FunJungle,
has been murdered. The zoo’s top brass claim the hippo went belly up the natural way, but Teddy and his feisty friend
Summer McCraken have other ideas. Could the culprit be FunJungle’s animal-hating head of operations? Or is it FunJungle’s
owner—Summer’s dad—a man who is much more concerned about money than animal welfare? The deeper Teddy and
Summer dig, the more danger they’re in—because when it comes to hippo homicide, the truth can’t be caged!
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Saving Fable
When her mami meets someone new, Juana worries that everything will change in a humorous, heartwarming follow-up to
the Pura Belpré Award-winning Juana & Lucas. Juana's life is just about perfect. She lives in the beautiful city of Bogotá with
her two most favorite people in the world: her mami and her dog, Lucas. Lately, though, things have become a little less
perfect. Mami has a new hairdo and a new amigo named Luis with whom she has been spending a LOT of time. He is kind
and teaches Juana about things like photography and jazz music, but sometimes Juana can't help wishing things would go
back to the way they were before. When Mami announces that she and Luis are getting married and that they will all be
moving to a new casa, Juana is quite distraught. Lucky for her, though, some things will never change -- like how much
Mami loves her. Based on author-illustrator Juana Medina's own childhood in Colombia, this joyful series is sure to resonate
with readers of all ages.

A Hungry Lion, Or A Dwindling Assortment of Animals
Join New York Times bestselling author Stuart Gibbs on three adventures filled with humorous hijinks, madcap mysteries,
and tons of fun with this starter collection that includes the first books of the FunJungle, Spy School, and Moon Base Alpha
series. Discover the wilder side of life in the FunJungle theme park, learn what it takes to become a spy at the Academy of
Espionage, and find out how life on the moon isn’t quite what you’d expect—all in one collection! This boxed set that
includes paperback editions of Belly Up, Spy School, and Space Case is the perfect gift for fans of mystery, adventure, and
over-the-top fun!

Belly Up
Members of a large group of animals, including a penguin, two rabbits, and a koala, disappear at an alarming rate but the
hungry lion remains.

Secret Agent Jack Stalwart: Book 3: The Mystery of the Mona Lisa: France
Lisa Thompson's debut novel is a page-turning mystery with an emotionally-driven, complex character study at its core -like Rear Window meets The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time. Matthew Corbin suffers from severe obsessivecompulsive disorder. He hasn't been to school in weeks. His hands are cracked and bleeding from cleaning. He refuses to
leave his bedroom. To pass the time, he observes his neighbors from his bedroom window, making mundane notes about
their habits as they bustle about the cul-de-sac. When a toddler staying next door goes missing, it becomes apparent that
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Matthew was the last person to see him alive. Suddenly, Matthew finds himself at the center of a high-stakes mystery, and
every one of his neighbors is a suspect. Matthew is the key to figuring out what happened and potentially saving a child's
life but is he able to do so if it means exposing his own secrets, and stepping out from the safety of his home?

Spy School Revolution
Presents an introduction to the faerie world, examples of thirty-one faerie species such as boggarts, goblins, sprites and
pixies, and instructions on how to prepare for faerie investigations.

Circus Mirandus
“Fast-paced, smart, and action-packeda real page-burner.” —Chris Grabenstein, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
the Mr. Lemoncello’s Library series From New York Times bestselling author Stuart Gibbs comes the first novel in a thrilling
new series about the world’s youngest and smartest genius who’s forced to use her unbelievable code-breaking skills to
outsmart Einstein. Charlie Thorne is a genius. Charlie Thorne is a thief. Charlie Thorne isn’t old enough to drive. And now it’s
up to her to save the world… Decades ago, Albert Einstein devised an equation that could benefit all life on earth—or
destroy it. Fearing what would happen if the equation fell into the wrong hands, he hid it. But now, a diabolical group known
as the Furies are closing in on its location. In desperation, a team of CIA agents drags Charlie into the hunt, needing her
brilliance to find it first—even though this means placing her life in grave danger. In a breakneck adventure that spans the
globe, Charlie must crack a complex code created by Einstein himself, struggle to survive in a world where no one can be
trusted, and fight to keep the last equation safe once and for all.

The Adventures of a Girl Called Bicycle
Profiles the life of the primatologist who was the first scientist to study wild chimpanzees in their natural environment.

The FunJungle Collection
Twelve-year-old Teddy Fitzroy is the prime suspect when FunJungle's newly-acquired koala goes missing, thanks to a prank
staged by middle school bully Vance Jessup.

Charlie Thorne and the Last Equation
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Pete and his friends have a blast at the school science fair! In Pete the Cat’s Supercool Science Fair from New York Times
bestselling author-illustrator team Kimberly and James Dean, Pete the Cat and his friends are excited to build the coolest
volcano ever for their school’s science fair. After a few unexpected mishaps, the team is finally ready. Yet after seeing their
other classmates’creations, they can’t help but wonder: is their volcano good enough to win first place? Thankfully, Pete has
a sparkly surprise up his sleeve!

Spy School
It’s a murder mystery on the moon in this humorous and suspenseful space adventure from the author of Belly Up and Spy
School that The New York Times Book Review called “a delightful and brilliantly constructed middle grade thriller.” Like his
fellow lunarnauts—otherwise known as Moonies—living on Moon Base Alpha, twelve-year-old Dashiell Gibson is famous the
world over for being one of the first humans to live on the moon. And he’s bored out of his mind. Kids aren’t allowed on the
lunar surface, meaning they’re trapped inside the tiny moon base with next to nothing to occupy their time—and the only
other kid Dash’s age spends all his time hooked into virtual reality games. Then Moon Base Alpha’s top scientist turns up
dead. Dash senses there’s foul play afoot, but no one believes him. Everyone agrees Dr. Holtz went onto the lunar surface
without his helmet properly affixed, simple as that. But Dr. Holtz was on the verge of an important new discovery, Dash
finds out, and it’s a secret that could change everything for the Moonies—a secret someone just might kill to keep

The Last Musketeer
Superspy middle schooler Ben Ripley is finally going to take SPYDER down, once and for all, in this latest addition to the
New York Times bestselling Spy School series. Stranded in Mexico after nearly capturing the leaders of SPYDER, thirteenyear-old Ben Ripley desperately needs to take a shower. But even more so, he and his spy school friends need to come up
with a new plan to defeat their enemies, their only clue a key that opens…something. The Mission: Go rogue from the CIA,
join up with the British MI6 to locate the leader of SPYDER, the enigmatic Mr. E, and bring down the evil organization once
and for all. Only it won’t be easy. They’ll have to deal with rival evil splinter factions, devious double-crosses and learning to
drive on the opposite side of the road. But they have no other choice: this is their last and final chance to crack the code on
SPYDER.

EngiNerds
After twelve-year-old Addison Cooke's uncle unearths ancient Incan secrets in Peru, he is kidnapped by a shadowy
organization intent on stealing the treasure unless Addison and his friends can decipher the clues first.
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Addison Cooke and the Treasure of the Incas
There’s a first time for everything. First time playing quarters. First time spinning the bottle. First totally hot consensual
truck hookup with a superhot boy whose digits I forgot to get. First time getting pregnant. Surprised you with that one,
didn’t I? Surprised me, too. I’d planned to spend senior year with my bestie-slash-wifey, Devi Abrams, graduating at the top
of my class and getting into an Ivy League college. Instead, Mom and I are moving in with my battle-ax of a grandmother
and I’m about to start a new school and a whole new life. Know what’s more fun than being the new girl for your senior
year? Being the pregnant new girl. It isn’t awesome. There is one upside, though—a boy named Leaf Leon. He’s cute, an
amazing cook and he’s flirting me up, hard-core. Too bad I’m knocked up with a stranger’s baby. I should probably mention
that to him at some point. But how? It seems I’ve got a lot more firsts to go.

FunJungle Paperback Collection
The Spiderwick Chronicles leave the old-fashioned charm of New England far behind and head south for some fiendish
faerie fun in the hot Florida sun. Eleven-year-old Nicholas Vargas only thinks his life has been turned upside down after his
developer father remarries and moves his new wife and daughter into the soon-to-be completed Mangrove Hollow. But an
"expedition" to a nearby lake turns up a little nixie with a giant problem - the huge, lumbering, fire-breathing variety - and
it's up to Nick; his stepsister, Laurie; and his big brother, Julian (plus a familiar face from the original Spiderwick Chronicles)
to figure out the best way to stop a host of rampaging giants before all of Florida goes up in smoke.

Pete the Cat and the Supercool Science Fair
As almost 13-year-old Ben, a student at the CIA's academy for future intelligence agents, prepares to go to spy summer
camp, he receives a death threat from the evil organization SPYDER.

Panda-monium
Belly Up is a story collection that contains ghosts, mediums, a lover obsessed with the sound of harps tuning, teenage girls
who believe they are actually plants, gulag prisoners who outsmart a terrible warden, and carnivorous churches.
Throughout these grotesque and tender stories, characters question the bodies they've been given and what their bodies
require to be sustained.

Spy School British Invasion
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In 2041 twelve-year-old Dashiell Gibson is a resident of Moon Base Alpha, and at the moment he is faced with a number of
problems: coping with the nasty Sjoberg twins, finding out how the commander of the base has managed to disappear from
a facility no bigger than a soccer field, and dealing with the alien Zan who communicates with him telepathically from
afar--and who is hiding a secret which may threaten the whole Earth.

Evil Spy School
A New York Times bestselling series. Tensions are running high when multi-billionaire Lars Sjoburg is poisoned and
everyone is looking to Dash Gibson to solve the case in this third and final book in the New York Times bestselling Moon
Base Alpha series. Moon Base Alpha was supposed to be an exciting place to live, but Dashiell Gibson didn’t expect for it to
be this exciting. He’s already had to solve a murder and locate a missing moon base commander. Now, he just wants to
have a calm, quiet thirteenth birthday. But, of course, trillionaire (and total pain) Lars Sjoburg ruins it—by being poisoned.
Now there’s another potential killer loose on Moon Base Alpha, and Dash is forced to identify the most likely suspects.
Suddenly Dash finds himself with a target on his back. Whoever poisoned Lars will stop at nothing to keep his—or
her—identity a secret.

Who Is Jane Goodall?
Follow FunJungle’s resident zoo sleuth, Teddy Fitzroy, in the first three funny and suspenseful mysteries of Stuart Gibbs’s
New York Times bestselling FunJungle series. Now available in a collectible paperback boxed set! When Teddy Fitzroy
moved into FunJungle, the nation’s largest zoo, with his scientist parents, he expected things to be kind of quiet. There’d be
the occasional elephant stampede and water balloon fight with the chimpanzees, of course, but when Henry the Hippo dies
from not-so-natural causes, Teddy suspects foul play. And that’s just the beginning. He begins to realize that the zoo is far
more exciting than he thought it was, and soon the mysteries at FunJungle are piling up This adventurous boxed set
includes: Belly Up Poached Big Game

Waste of Space
Bestselling author Chris Grabenstein and the Mystery Writers of America bring together twenty peerless puzzles—from
bestselling authors such as Peter Lerangis, Stuart Gibbs, Lauren Magaziner, Kate Milford, and, of course, Grabenstein
himself—in an anthology of mystery short stories that invite readers to try to unravel the riddles themselves. From tales of
hapless superheroes and stolen squirrel monkeys to murderous triplets and haunted basements, these thrilling, puzzling,
and hilarious cases have one thing in common—YOU get a chance to be the detective before the author reveals the
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solution. With twenty-never-before-published mysteries stories, this collection will leave young detectives sleuthing for
more!

Spy School Goes South
In this read-along picture book, a classroom full of young dinosaurs plays with toys, does art projects, and reads books. But
each activity is another opportunity for the over-enthusiastic Tyrannosaurus Rex to wreak havoc. Parents and young
children will love the call-and-response nature of the book, and young dinosaur fans will appreciate the listing (and
pronunciation guide) for a dozen different dino species. The format is extra vertical in order to accommodate T. Rex’s
biggest messes. Praise for Tyrannosaurus Wrecks "Punchy writing, an equally in-your-face palette, and OHora’s
characteristically brash painting style make this as much a stompalong as a readaloud." --Publishers Weekly "Along with the
pleasure of pronouncing those multisyllabic dino names, young audiences may find food for thought in the behavioral
dynamics on display." --Kirkus Reviews "Warmly colored with childlike bodies and emotive faces, Ohora’s dinosaurs are
among the cutest you will come across in children’s books." --Booklist "The brief rhyming text, which scans well, tells a
story with child appeal. There is a good balance of two-to-three word sentences with large, uncluttered illustrations, making
the book a good choice for reading aloud. In their simplicity, the brightly colored pictures have the look of children’s art, but
they enhance the classroom setting appropriately with interesting details." --School Library Journal "The shapely dinos,
whose rough charcoal-style outlines and strong colors vividly contrast with the white or sometimes black backgrounds, are
chunky and friendly in an eight-crayon-box color scheme and snazzy Peanuts-reminiscent outfits." --Bulletin of the Center
for Children’s Books "Together the chanting rhythm, ragged lines, and setting of an un-chaperoned dinosaur class create a
satisfyingly high-energy, primal read-aloud strongly reminiscent of Bob Shea’s 'Dinosaur vs.' series." --The Horn Book
Magazine

Super Puzzletastic Mysteries
Ben is taken to Mexico by his nemesis in the hopes that he’ll finally be able to take down SPYDER in this latest addition to
the New York Times bestselling Spy School series. Thirteen-year-old Ben Ripley has been caught in the snares of SPYDER
more than once and knows well enough to be suspicious of anything that seems too good to be true—despite needing
special tutoring in advanced survival techniques. So when Murray Hill finally breaks his silence with an offer to hand over
the SPYDER elite, Ben knows that there must be something going on. But his hesitation doesn’t stop the assignment. The
Mission: Follow Murray Hill to an undisclosed location with no one else but Erica Hale to identify SPYDER leadership. Once
found, contact the CIA to sweep in and finish the job. DO NOT CONTACT SPYDER DIRECTLY. However, as Ben suspected,
nothing goes as planned, and what should be an easy mission quickly turns deadly. Now, Ben and Erica will have to face
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rogue agents, trained killers, and even very hungry crocodiles in a race against the clock to find out what SPYDER is up to
this time—and thwart their evil plans.

Even More FunJungle
Can an undercover nerd become a superstar agent? Ben Ripley sure hopes so—and his life may depend on it! Ben Ripley
may only be in middle school, but he’s already pegged his dream job: C.I.A. or bust. Unfortunately for him, his personality
doesn’t exactly scream “secret agent.” In fact, Ben is so awkward, he can barely get to school and back without a mishap.
Because of his innate nerdiness, Ben is not surprised when he is recruited for a magnet school with a focus on science—but
he’s entirely shocked to discover that the school is actually a front for a junior C.I.A. academy. Could the C.I.A. really want
him? Actually, no. There’s been a case of mistaken identity—but that doesn’t stop Ben from trying to morph into a
supercool undercover agent, the kind that always gets the girl. And through a series of hilarious misadventures, Ben
realizes he might actually be a halfway decent spy…if he can survive all the attempts being made on his life!

Spy Camp
Indira Story grew up in Origin, yearning to be the hero of her own story, but after finally being chosen to attend Protagonist
Preparatory, she learns that side characters can be heroes, too.

Big Game
Teddy Fitzroy returns as FunJungle’s resident zoo sleuth when a rhinoceros is at risk in Big Game, a follow-up to Belly Up
and Poached—which Kirkus Reviews called a “thrill-ride of a mystery.” When someone takes aim at Rhonda Rhino,
FunJungle’s pregnant (and endangered) Asian greater one-horned rhinoceros, the zoo steps up security measures in order
to protect this rare animal and her baby. But the extra security isn’t enough—someone is still getting too close for comfort.
Teddy and company start to suspect that whoever is after Rhonda is really after her horn, which is worth a lot of money on
the black market. For the first time ever, the head of the zoo enlists Teddy for help—for once, he doesn’t have to sneak
around in order to investigate—and the results are even more wacky, and even more dangerous, than ever before.

Tyrannosaurus Wrecks!
Join FunJungle’s resident zoo sleuth, Teddy Fitzroy, as he solves mysteries and strives to protect the animals at the zoo with
the first three funny and suspenseful novels of the bestselling FunJungle series from New York Times bestselling author
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Stuart Gibbs, now available together in one collectible boxed set! It all starts when the hippo goes belly up—and it’s a wild
ride from there. When Teddy Fitzroy moved into FunJungle, the nation’s largest zoo, with his scientist parents, he expected
things to be kind of quiet. There’d be the occasional elephant stampede and water balloon fight with the chimpanzees, of
course, but when Henry the Hippo dies from not-so-natural causes, Teddy suspects foul play. And that was just the
beginning. He begins to realize that the zoo is far more exciting than he thought it was, and soon the mysteries at
FunJungle are piling up This collectible boxed set includes hardcover editions of Belly Up, Poached, and Big Game.

Belly Up
Dash Gibson solves mysteries on the space station he calls home in this hilarious New York Times bestselling series from
Stuart Gibbs! All three books of the Moon Base Alpha series are now available together in a collectible boxed set! Twelveyear-old Dashiell Gibson solves murders, finds missing people, and searches for a rogue poisoner in this far-out adventure
series from the author of Belly Up and Spy School! This mind-boggling mystery collection includes: Space Case Spaced Out
Waste of Space

Big Nate: Welcome to My World
On the first day of a family trip to Paris, Greg Rich’s parents disappear. They’re not just missing from the city—they’re
missing from the century. So Greg does what any other fourteen-year-old would do: He travels through time to rescue
them. Greg soon finds out that his family history is tied to the legendary Three Musketeers. But when he meets them,
they’re kids his age, and they’ll only live long enough to become true heroes if he can save them. To rescue his parents,
Greg must assume the identity of a young Musketeer in training and unite Athos, Porthos, Aramis, and D’Artagnan—but a
powerful enemy is doing everything possible to stop him from succeeding.

Lion Down
When Ben gets kicked out of the CIA’s spy school, he enrolls with the enemy. From New York Times bestselling author,
Stuart Gibbs, this companion to the Edgar Award–nominated Spy School and Spy Camp is rife with action, adventure, and
espionage. During a spy school game of Capture the Flag, twelve-year-old Ben Ripley somehow accidentally shoots a live
mortar into the principal’s office—and immediately gets himself expelled. Not long after going back to the boring old real
world, Ben gets recruited by evil crime organization SPYDER. And he accepts. As a new student in SPYDER’s evil spy school,
which trains kids to become bad guys with classes like Counter Counterespionage and Laying Low 101, Ben does some
secret spying of his own. He’s acting as unofficial undercover agent, and it becomes quickly apparent that SPYDER is
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planning something very big—and very evil. Ben can tell he’s a key part of the plan, but he’s not quite sure what the plan
is. Can Ben figure out what SPYDER is up to—and get word to the good guys without getting caught—before it’s too late?

The Complete Moon Base Alpha
In The Mystery of the Mona Lisa, Jack is sent to the Louvre Museum in Paris to track down the theft of the world's most
beloved painting. He must match wits with a seemingly invisible mastermind in order to stop Leonardo's masterpiece from
slipping into the criminal underground forever. Can Jack's Hypo-Disk overpower a glove that shoots laser beams from its
fingertips? Jack's adventures in the city of light demonstrate once again that when it comes to outsmarting the baddies,
Jack is the go-to agent with endless tricks up his sleeve.

The Goldfish Boy
Nate Wright’s life is just like his locker--it’s full of surprises. The monstrous Mrs. Godfrey springs a pop quiz on Nate AND his
grandparents. His horoscope predicts bad news for Nate’s soccer career. And worst of all, he’s forced to cut back on his
beloved Cheez Doodles. It’s enough to drive any kid crazy. Luckily, Nate’s not just any kid. He’s the ultimate sixth-grade
survivor. When everything’s falling apart, he finds a way to hold it together … but nobody said it would be easy. Welcome to
the world of Big Nate!

Poached
A determined 12-year-old girl bikes across the country in this quirky and charming debut middle grade novel. Introverted
Bicycle has lived most of her life at the Mostly Silent Monastery in Washington, D.C. When her guardian, Sister Wanda,
announces that Bicycle is going to attend a camp where she will learn to make friends, Bicycle says no way and sets off on
her bike for San Francisco to meet her idol, a famous cyclist, certain he will be her first true friend. Who knew that a ghost
would haunt her handlebars and that she would have to contend with bike-hating dogs, a bike-loving horse, bike-crushing
pigs, and a mysterious lady dressed in black. Over the uphills and downhills of her journey, Bicycle discovers that friends
are not such a bad thing to have after all, and that a dozen cookies really can solve most problems.

Juana and Lucas - Big Problemas
Teddy Fitzroy returns as FunJungle’s resident sleuth when a lion is falsely accused of killing a distinguished dog in the latest
novel in New York Times bestselling author Stuart Gibbs’s FunJungle series. For once, operations at the enormous
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zoo/theme park appear to be running smoothly (except for the occasional herring-related mishap in the penguin exhibit)
and Teddy Fitzroy is finally able to give detective work a rest. But then a local lion is accused of killing a famous dog—and
the dog’s owner, an inflammatory radio host, goes on a crusade to have the cat declared a nuisance so it can be hunted.
But it looks like the lion might have been framed, and a renegade animal activist wants Teddy and Summer to help prove it.
Soon, Teddy finds himself wrapped up in the middle of his most bizarre, hilarious, and dangerous case yet.

Space Case
Follow FunJungle’s resident zoo sleuth through three funny and suspenseful mysteries in this collectible boxed set of books
four to six of the New York Times bestselling FunJungle series from author Stuart Gibbs. When Teddy Fitzroy moved into
FunJungle, the nation’s largest zoo, with his scientist parents, he expected things to be kind of quiet. There’d be the
occasional elephant stampede and water balloon fight with the chimpanzees, of course, but he begins to realize that the
zoo is far more exciting than he thought it was, and soon the mysteries at FunJungle are piling uplike when a panda goes
missing, or a mountain lion gets blamed for dog murder, or a tyrannosaurus rex skull is stolen. This collectible boxed set
includes hardcover editions of Panda-monium, Lion Down, and Tyrannosaurus Wrecks.

Spy Ski School
Superspy middle schooler Ben Ripley faces the Croatoan—a new evil organization that’s so mysterious, the only proof it
exists is from the American Revolution—in this latest addition to the New York Times bestselling Spy School series. With
SPYDER defeated, Ben Ripley is looking forward to his life getting back to normal, or as normal as possible when you’re a
superspy in training. For once, everything seems to be right in Ben’s worlduntil someone bombs the CIA conference room
next door. To Ben’s astonishment, the attacker is none other than Erica Hale, the spy-in-training he respects more than any
other. Ben refuses to believe Erica is working for the enemyeven if the rest of the CIA does. His mission: prove Erica is not a
double agent working against the US, locate the fabled colonial-era insurgent group that’s blackmailing her, figure out what
their devious plot is, and thwart it. But this time, Ben finds himself up against opponents he has never encountered before:
his own friends. They’re not as ready to trust in Erica as he is, and Ben is forced to rely on his own wits and skills more than
ever before. How can he succeed when he doesn’t even know who he can trust?

Spaced Out
Ben Ripley enrolls in ski school, where the slopes, and the stakes, get really steep in this bestselling follow-up to the Edgar
Award–nominated Spy School, Spy Camp, and Evil Spy School. Thirteen-year-old Ben Ripley is not exactly the best student
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spy school has ever seen—he keeps flunking Advanced Self Preservation. But outside of class, Ben is pretty great at staying
alive. His enemies have kidnapped him, shot at him, locked him in a room with a ticking time bomb, and even tried to blow
him up with missiles. And he’s survived every time. After all that unexpected success, the CIA has decided to activate Ben
for real. The Mission: Become friends with Jessica Shang, the daughter of a suspected Chinese crime boss, and find out all of
her father’s secrets. Jessica wants to go to ski school in the Rocky Mountains, so a select few spy school students are going
skiing too—under cover, of course. Ben might not be able to handle a weapon (or a pair of skis), but he can make friends
easy peasy. That is, until his best friend from home drops in on the trip and jeopardizes the entire mission…

Astronauts, Spies, and Hippopotami
New York Times bestselling author Teddy Fitzroy returns as FunJungle’s resident sleuth when the zoo’s newest addition
goes missing—before she even arrives!—in the latest novel in New York Times bestselling author Stuart Gibbs’s FunJungle
series. FunJungle is frenzied, awaiting the arrival of its most thrilling animal yet—Li Ping—a rare and very expensive giant
panda that the zoo went to enormous lengths to secure. But when the truck transporting Li Ping shows up, its precious
cargo has vanished into thin air. The FBI steps in to investigate, and Teddy is happy to leave the job in their (supposedly)
capable hands. After all, FunJungle has never encountered a crime this serious. But when someone threatens to blackmail
Teddy’s girlfriend, Summer, if he doesn’t solve the crime, his involvement in this mystery is no longer black and white.

The Nixie's Song
Micah's grandfather is gravely ill. He tells his grandson about a mysterious magic circus he visited as a boy, where he was
promised a miracle by a man who can bend light. Micah is determined to find out the truth of the Circus Mirandus before it's
too late, but he'll have to wrestle with giant white tigers - and his wicked aunt - along the way.
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